Introducing FastLock Attached Hardware System

Wall-Ties & Forms, Inc.
Manufacturer of Concrete Forms & Formwork

4000 Bonner Industrial Drive
Shawnee, KS 66226
www.wallties.com
Advantages over Other Locking Attached Hardware Systems.

❖ No need to remove when using loose pins, FastLock is retractable.

❖ Eliminates mushrooming with hardened nose.

❖ Rotation ball allows for auto stowing for faster stripping.

❖ Larger lead-in and loop ensures forms stay straight during setting and are easier to strip.

❖ Low maintenance housing.

❖ FastLock shaft is machined for maximum friction where needed and minimum friction where we want it.

❖ Rust resistant coating.
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Retractable - No need to remove when using loose pins
Need help with financing?

SLS Financial Services knows and understands the concrete forming business. They have developed a number of leasing plans and provided financing for numerous contractors - from established companies to start-up businesses; and they're easy to work with. That's why WTF has formed an exclusive working arrangement with SLS Financial Services.

Think about it. With a nominal down payment and minimal monthly payments, you can start pouring immediately with state-of-the-art aluminum forms from WTF. Typical lease terms range from two to five years and with the variety of plans available, one is sure to be right for you.

Compare the one time investment you make with aluminum forms to the continuous replacement costs you have with conventional forming systems. When you get right down to it, leasing WTF forms through SLS Financial Services makes a lot of sense.

If you'd like further information about the advantages of leasing or would like to discuss your individual requirements, call today.

ONE EASY FORM...
...ONE EASY FORM SYSTEM
SLS is the best choice to obtain financing for your business.

SLS Financial Services
8341 N.W. Mace Road, Suite 200
Kansas City, Missouri 64152